
 
 

Sasha Alexander Serves As SAG Awards® Social Media Ambassador 
 
 

Sasha Alexander, star of the TNT® original drama Rizzoli & Isles, serves as social media ambassador for the 
20th Annual Screen Actors Guild Awards®. Through posts on Twitter and Facebook, Alexander is the online face 
for the awards during the weeks leading up to the live show on Saturday, Jan. 18, 2014 simulcast on TNT and 
TBS. She is giving viewers access to behind-the-scenes moments, including updates on the production, 
presenters and fashion. She will also be posting from the red carpet on awards night. Alexander’s duties as the 
SAG Awards social media ambassador kicked off when she announced this year’s nominations with Clark Gregg 
on Wednesday, Dec. 11, 2013.  
 
In TNT's Rizzoli & Isles, which is set to return with new episodes in February, Alexander plays brilliant and 
eccentric medical examiner Maura Isles, who works closely on cases with Boston Police Detective Jane Rizzoli 
(Harmon). Prior to her role on Rizzoli & Isles, Alexander played Special Agent Caitlin Todd in the first two seasons 
of the popular drama NCIS. She was also a regular on the critically acclaimed drama Dawson's Creek, as well as 
Presidio Med and The Nine. In addition, she has had guest-starring roles on such popular shows as Friends, 
House and Greg the Bunny. She most recently was the romantic lead opposite Rhys Darby in the movie Coming 
& Going, which premiered on TNT in July 2011. 
 
On the big screen, Alexander was part of the all-star cast of the hit film He's Just Not That Into You and co-starred 
with Jim Carrey in the movie Yes Man. Her other feature film credits include Mission: Impossible III, Tenure, Love 
Happens, The Last Lullaby, Play Dead and All Over the Guy, as well as the upcoming The Girl from Nagasaki, a 
modern adaptation of Madame Butterfly. 
 
As a mother, Alexander has been a passionate advocate of sustaining an environmentally healthy household. 
She’s a supporter of Healthy Child, Healthy World, an organization that empowers parents to protect children from 
harmful chemicals. Additionally, Alexander is heavily involved with the UN Foundation and their amazing 
programs for empowering and educating young women around the world, including GirlUp and the Shot@Life 
Campaign. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

      
 


